
Panini to Exhibit at POST-EXPO 2017

September 6, 2017  -- Panini, a global payments technology provider, will exhibit at the POST-EXPO 2017 Annual Confer-
ence in Geneva, Switzerland September 26th - 28th in Palexpo, Hall 4, Stand #1120. Panini will demonstrate the efficient 
processing of postal payment slips that can take place the Vision neXt teller automation platform, eliminating the burden 
of manual data entry and that of handling paper in back-office.

 “We are excited to once again attend POST-EXPO and demonstrate our proven capability to dematerialize payment slips 
and automate processes within the post office”, says Francesco Grasso – Corporate Marketing Manager, Panini.

Post Offices can use the Panini Vision neXt to fully automate and dematerialize the payment slips front counter process-
ing, by:

• Decoding OCR lines, 1D barcodes and 2D barcodes on pre-marked bills or payment slips, either individually 
processed or in batches;

•  Providing the full front and rear sides of the document to aid the teller’s manual data input on unmarked 
(manually filled in) slips;

• Printing transaction information up to fourteen lines on the document itself or on a separate cut-sheet receipt 
(or alternatively create a receipt on thermal roll tape).

If allowed by legislation, the hard copy of payment slips may be returned to the customer, while the Postal Institution 
works with the scanned image as evidence of the transaction.

The Vision neXt can also be used for professional check image capture and truncation in countries where checks are still 
used and accepted by Post Offices, and it allows a number of additional important teller functions such as ID card scan-
ning and cashier’s check personalization.

POST-EXPO 2017 will be held at Palexpo in Hall 4, Tuesday, September 26th  to Thursday, September 28th, 2017. Panini is 
booth #1120.

About Panini

Founded in Turin, Italy, Panini has enabled clients to capitalize on shifts in the global payments processing market for more 
than seventy years. Panini has a rich history of technology innovation, and Panini’s market leading solutions are based on 
state-of-the-art research & development and ISO-9001 quality certified production. Panini offers capture solutions that 
enable customers to fully realize the advantages and efficiencies available with the digital transformation of the paper 
check, resulting in the world’s largest deployed base of check capture systems, now approaching one million devices. Pa-
nini’s scalable capture solutions digitize checks and payment related documents and transactions to address the complete 
range of distributed check processing opportunities including teller capture, back-counter capture, remote deposit cap-
ture, point-of-sale capture and remittance processing. The company provides solutions on a global basis, and has direct 
subsidiary operations in the United States covering North America and in Brazil covering Latin American markets. For more 
information visit: www.panini.com.


